
ANZAPACON 1
October 13-15 1978
SECOND PROGRESS REPORT
Not much to report, actually. No one has come up with lists of 
auction material (other than me), but I am sure that there’ll be 
plenty more: if you want to sell old mailings, this is probably your 
best opportunity. Meanwhile, I propose to flog:
a pile of selected copies of ETHERLINE, a *73 ALIEN CRITIC, Roy 
Tackett’s edition of Jack Speer’s FANTASY FICTION DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION, 
Eric Lindsay's dummy for the cover of the first GEGENSCHEIN, Paul 
Steven's WAITING FOR PAUL JS fanzine of 1974 (for no- extra charge I 
will add the missing words - censored by PJS - from my cartoon on the 
last page), an Isaac AsAmov,autograph' (courtesy riervyn Barrett), 
SCYTHROP 25, A SAPSzine from mailing 24, a genuine Brute xlarper fanzine, 
a MOTA, BEARDMUTTERINGS 2, set of AUSTRALIAN SCIENCE FICTION MONTHLY (complete with references to COMORG), AWRY 1, a couple of ASFRs, SFR 
40, COR SERPENTIS from eight years ago, a Gerrand-Foyster fanzine, 
CHUNDER for February 1973, a couple of SOMERSET GAZETTES, and one copy 
of that rare iteip, THE WEDDING! Probably more, now that I think about 
it. Like the AFP A duplicator.
ATTENDEES
The current list runs (family names only for the golden oldies) 
Bangsund, Bangsund, Bray, Circosta, Darling, Darling, Edmonds, Brown, 
Foyster, Gillespie, Hirsh, Lawrence, Ortlieb, Rowley, Stevens, Styles, 
Joiner, Arnott, Middlemiss, Swift, Dillon, Mason, McPharlin, Grigg, 
Sue ^agram, Campbell, Tang, Johnson, Binns, ^arey Handfield, Leigh & 
Nelen Hyde, ^ee Harding, Irene Pagram, Leanne Frahm, Befer Toluzzi, 
Paul Stckes, and Stephen Bates!
If you know of any others, please advise, as seating could be a 
problem. Encourage people who have nothing to do with ANZAPA to stay 
away: not because there is anything inherently wrong with them, but 
rather that the numbers get out of hand easily.
PROGRAM
There is a change. Mervyn Binns has postponed the opening of the ART 
Gallery at Space Age Books. But on the Ffiiday evening at Space Age, 
Merv Binns will be having a welcome back party for Paul Stevens, and 
ANZAPACON people are invited. 0/wise, come down to 3a/l9 Marine 
^arade, St Kilda.
The only other item to be added is the possibility of heavy ping-pong 
involvement by pingpongers, if they so desire.
Don’t forget to bring 60 copies of your contribution, and a few uncut 
stencils might help ouT~in producing a one-shot. A typewriter or two 
wouldn’t go astray, either.
ACCOMMODATION
^a/19 Marine Parade is about full up. If you haven’t made accommodation 
arrangements yet. make sure you arrive with sleeping bag and (preferrably 
also with airbed) - someone is sure to have spare floor space....

See you all on either the 13th or 14th of October. You can ring John 
Foyster on 534 1605 after hours or 63 6859 in business hours. eigh 
Edmonds is 387 4642 after hours.

ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE:
ANZAPACON, GPO Box 4039, Melbourne, Vic 3001.


